The relationship between vagal nerve activity and clinical outcomes in prostate and non-small cell lung cancer patients
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Abstract. Recent studies suggest that vagal nerve activity, indexed by heart rate variability (HRV), could have a prognostic role in cancer. However, most studies did not control adequately for confounders and included cardiac patients. Furthermore, the validity of this prognostic role needs to be tested in different types of cancer. The present study tested the prognostic role of HRV in prostate cancer (PC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients, using a historical prospective design. HRV was derived from brief 10 sec ECGs obtained at approximately the time of diagnosis in 113 PC patients and 133 NSCLC patients. Outcomes included prostate-specific antigen (PSA) at 6 and 24 months in PC, and overall survival (OS) (for the full sample) and survival time (for the deceased patients) in NSCLC. Furthermore, the possible mediating role of C-reactive protein (CRP) was tested (in NSCLC), as well as whether age and stage moderated the relationship between HRV and prognosis in both types of cancer. In the PC patients, HRV significantly inversely predicted PSA levels at 6 and 24 months, independent of confounders. Furthermore, this was particularly significant in metastatic PC patients, indicating moderation by stage. In NSCLC patients, HRV did not predict OS and survival time, but it did positively predict survival time in patients under the age of 65, independent of confounders. Additionally, CRP was not found to mediate the relationship between HRV and OS or survival time in NSCLC. The present results partly support previous studies and extend them to two additional common types of cancer, using a more rigorous control over confounders. Together with recent experimental findings, these results propose a modulatory role of vagal nerve activity in cancer. Therefore, routine measurement of HRV in estimating prognosis in cancer may be considered.

Introduction

The incidence of prostate cancer (PC) has increased in recent years with the promotion of the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test and the increase in the growth of the elderly population (1). The most important clinical prognostic markers currently available for PC are the PSA serum level and TNM staging including the Gleason score. Numerous studies support the prognostic role of PSA, particularly the PSA doubling time (2). In advanced disease, some recent therapeutic progress has been made, such as the drug abiraterone (3). However, the long term outcome remains dismal and overall therapeutic options, particularly in castration and hormone resistant cancer, remain limited.

While PC is the most common male cancer, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is among the most fatal ones. The outcome following resection of early-stage NSCLC is poor, with 35-50% recurrence rate resulting in mortality (1). Little progress has been made in the past 30 years in the reduction of distant recurrence and subsequent mortality (1), which remain unacceptably high, even for patients with stage I disease in whom no nodal or other metastatic involvement can be detected at the time of surgery (4). Recent improvements in diagnosis and treatment have been made, but they only apply to a minority of lung cancer cases, particularly in non-smokers. Thus, both epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations (5) and Alk gene rearrangements (6) have become important prognostic and predictive biomarkers. For most cases of lung cancer, TNM classification, age, C-reactive protein (CRP) and forcedexpiratory volume in one second (FEV1) significantly influence the choice of treatment and strongly predict patient overall survival (OS) (7-9). Due to the high unmet medical needs in both types of cancer, it is critical to identify new prognostic markers that may eventually also form the basis for novel therapeutic approaches.

Attention has recently focused on the vagus nerve, due to its role in three mechanisms essential for tumorigenesis and progression in cancer. The first mechanism is oxidative stress (10), which leads to both DNA-damage, a central trigger of tumorigenesis, and to uncontrolled cell proliferation (11). Furthermore, DNA damage and oxidative stress are also predictive factors of prognosis (12). The second process is local excessive inflammation promoting tumorigenesis in early
stages (13), and disease progression in its later stages (14,15). The inflammatory microenvironment, normally recruited to help fight/eliminate the tumors, also promotes tumor growth. Finally, the metastatic process is also under the control of sympathetic neurotransmitters, which influence the migratory ability of cancer cells and determine the direction and the development of metastases (16). Vagal nerve activity is inversely related to and inhibits all these three mechanisms (17-21). Based on converging evidence, Gibron et al (22) hypothesized that vagal nerve activity may modulate tumor growth, and if this model is valid, might become a variable that could be used as a prognostic factor and could be therapeutically manipulated.

The vagal nerve activity index, i.e., heart rate variability (HRV), represents the time differences between successive heartbeats (also known as the beat-to-beat intervals), and is synonymous with RR variability. The R wave refers to the R waves on the electrocardiogram corresponding to ventricular depolarization (23). Analysis of the time differences between successive heartbeats can be accomplished with reference to time (time domain analysis) or frequency (frequency domain analysis). In this study, we focused on the time domain analyses, i.e., standard deviation of normal beat to beat intervals (SDNN), in msec, and root mean square successive difference (RMSSD), in msec.

HRV is highly correlated with vagal nerve activity (r=0.88) (24) and is mainly under the control of and reflects effenter cardiac vagal nerve activity. High HRV has been shown to predict longer cancer survival time and reduced tumor burden (25-27). However, those studies had small sample sizes and did not control for any confounder. A subsequent study (28) showed that HRV was a significant predictor of survival time in terminal cancer patients, independent of confounders. However, that study did not control for type of cancer. These studies also included patients with cardiac diseases or other conditions known to affect HRV. We recently showed that low HRV predicts increases in the colon marker carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), independent of confounders and excluding cardiac patients (29). However, the sample size of the latter study was also relatively small (N=72), and baseline levels of the tumor marker were not considered. Moreover, it remains unknown whether these findings may be generalized to other types of cancer, and what the underlying mechanisms may be. For this reason, we focused on two prognostic and symptomatically different types of cancer.

The purpose of the present study was to test the relationship between vagal nerve activity, indexed by HRV, and prognosis in patients with PC and NSCLC, two types of cancer of different severity. Furthermore, we tested whether inflammatory factors, such as C-reactive protein (CRP), mediate, i.e., explain, this relationship. Moreover, the predictors age and stage were explored preliminarily as possible modulators (moderators) of the HRV-prognosis relationship. These moderators were chosen since it was expected that the role of new prognostic factors may differ between age and stage. Age has been shown to be a major determinant in multiple physiological systems (30). Furthermore, vagal nerve activity may play different prognostic roles in different stages, due to the possible different roles of its underlying mechanisms in different stages. Additionally, by looking at multiple tumor marker outcomes (in PC), we sought to determine at which time point vagal nerve activity has prognostic value.

We hypothesized that lower HRV would predict increased tumor marker and reduced OS and survival time. It was also hypothesized that these relationships would be mediated by an inflammatory marker and might be moderated by stage and age.

Materials and methods

Patients. Following approval of the Medical Ethics Committee, UZ Brussels, medical records of 620 patients with PC and 650 patients with NSCLC, treated at UZ Brussels between January 2005 and December 2009, were reviewed. Patients diagnosed with NSCLC or PC, with an intact ECG near diagnosis and available data for PSA (PC) were included. Exclusion criteria included conditions known to alter HRV or influence inflammation, such as inflammatory diseases (such as, arthritis), cardiovascular disease, implanted pacemaker, or prescribed cardiologic medication (β-blockers, anti-arrhythmic), anemia, spleen and thyroid diseases.

Initially, we included 620 PC and 650 NSCLC patients, of whom 113 PC and 133 NSCLC patients met our inclusion criteria. Most patients were excluded due to the lack of ECG in their medical files. Based on the effect sizes previously observed with smaller samples (27,29), the sample sizes in both PC and NSCLC were expected to be sufficient to detect statistically significant relationships and to explore for moderators.

Design. The study included a historical prospective design, formally known as a retrospective design. We collected archival electronic patient records (historical) and examined the prospective relationship between HRV measured at baseline (time of diagnosis, Time 1), and prognosis at Time 2 (e.g., PSA at 6 months, OS). This design is commonly used in the reanalysis of existing data sets (31,32).

Measures
Confounders. Background information included patient age, gender (NSCLC), treatments (radiotherapy, chemotherapy, surgery, hormonal), body mass index (BMI), FEV1 (NSCLC), gender (NSCLC), treatments (radiotherapy, chemotherapy, surgery, hormonal), body mass index (BMI), FEV1 (NSCLC), treatment (radiotherapy, chemotherapy, surgery, hormonal), tumor marker (CEA), independent of confounders. We recently showed that low HRV predicts increases in the colon marker carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), independent of confounders and excluding cardiac patients (29). However, the sample size of the latter study was also relatively small (N=72), and baseline levels of the tumor marker were not considered. Moreover, it remains unknown whether these findings may be generalized to other types of cancer, and what the underlying mechanisms may be. For this reason, we focused on two prognostic and symptomatically different types of cancer.

Vagal nerve activity. This was measured by HRV, obtained from 10 sec ECGs performed at diagnosis. The MUSE® cardiology information system in the UZ Brussels hospital provided the distances (in msec) between the RR peaks in each ECG, for determining HRV. Time domain HRV parameters, i.e., SDNN in msec, and RMSSD in msec, were derived. Power spectral analysis HRV parameters (such as HF and LF) require longer recording periods, and thus, were not measured. Such short ECGs have been found to correlate with ECGs of longer durations (5 and 10 min), particularly with respect to RMSSD (33,34), but also for SDNN (24 h) (35). Furthermore, 10 sec SDNN has been shown to predict tumor marker levels in colon cancer (29). For the moderation analyses, a cut-off of 20 msec was used, as in previous studies in cancer (29), to distinguish between patients with high vs. low SDNN and RMSSD.

Inflammatory marker. This included CRP, only for NSCLC.
Outcomes
Non-small cell lung cancer. OS (in the full sample) and duration of survival time in the deceased patients.
Prostate cancer. PSA in ng/ml at 6 months and 2 years.

Statistical analysis. Univariate associations were tested between all background variables and all outcomes and the HRV parameters, using Pearson correlations for continuous variables and t-tests for categorical data. A partial correlation tested whether HRV still predicted survival time (in NSCLC) or tumor marker levels (in PC), after controlling for all significant background factors. When testing for moderation (interactions of HRV x age and HRV x stage), the cut-off of 20 msec for SDNN and RMSSD to predict outcomes was used, independent of confounders. For the main analyses, we used a Bonferroni correction for both types of cancer. In the PC analyses, we had two measurements of HRV and two outcomes of PSA, resulting in 4 tests, requiring a significance level α of 0.05/4=0.0125. In the lung cancer analyses, we had two measurements of HRV and two outcomes (OS and survival time), resulting in four tests, requiring a significance level α of 0.05/4=0.0125. Since the moderation part is only an exploratory analysis, we did not use a corrected α for these additional tests.

Results
Prostate cancer. Of the 620 reviewed PC patients, only 113 met our inclusion criteria (for the majority of the excluded patients, no ECG or PSA levels were available). The descriptive statistics of the study variables are shown in Table I, however the continuous variables are not log transformed for purpose of clarity.

As shown in Table I, various treatments were used, and the percentages exceeded a 100% since a multi-modality therapeutic approach was used for several patients. Due to the lack of normal distributions, the scores of PSA, SDNN and RMSSD were log transformed, on which the following analyses were performed. Furthermore, this was carried out due to the large SD, reflecting large inter-patient variability, in PSA levels. In the following analyses, for purposes of brevity, we used the terms SDNN, RMSSD, CRP and HRV, which refer to the log transformed measurements of these parameters.

The relationship between each measured confounder and both the predictor HRV (SDNN for this analysis), and PSA levels at 6 months, was tested. Among all confounders, stage (including Gleason score), radiotherapy, hormonal treatment, age and baseline PSA were significantly related to PSA levels at 6 months. Surgery was not related to either PSA or HRV. None of the confounders were correlated with SDNN. Concerning the confounders, in patients who did not receive radiotherapy or hormonal treatment, PSA levels at 6 months were significantly lower than in patients who received either treatment (p=0.018 and p=0.02, respectively). Age and baseline PSA were significantly positively correlated with PSA levels at 6 months (r=0.414; p=0.001 and r=0.48; p<0.001, respectively); stage was also associated with PSA levels at 6 months (p=0.001).

With regard to vagal nerve activity and PSA, in univariate analyses, SDNN significantly inversely predicted PSA levels at 6 months (r=-0.399; p=0.002). Furthermore, RMSSD also significantly inversely predicted PSA levels at 6 months (r=-0.345; p=0.009) and tended to significantly predict PSA levels at 2 years (r=-0.304; p=0.018), considering the Bonferroni corrected p-value of 0.0125. Of note, in a multivariate partial correlation, baseline SDNN remained a significant predictor of PSA levels at 6 months from diagnosis, controlling for tumor stage, age, baseline PSA, as well as hormonal treatment and radiotherapy (r=-0.434; p=0.004) (Fig. 1). Furthermore, baseline RMSSD was a significant predictor of PSA levels at 6 months from diagnosis (r=-0.437; p=0.018), as well as of PSA levels at 2 years (r=-0.381; p=0.0125), independent of all confounders.

Moderation. Using a cut-off of 20 msec for SDNN (29), a significant interaction was found between SDNN and stage [F(2,41)=15.262; p<0.001] in relation to PSA levels at 6 months. The same significant interaction was observed between the cut-off for RMSSD (also 20 ms) and stage [F(2,37)=13.194; p<0.001] in relation to PSA levels at 6 months. The two interactions were independent of confounders. Following this interaction, we examined the correlation between SDNN and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(Mean ± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>65.06±8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>73.32±14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN</td>
<td>31.24±30.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD</td>
<td>32.34±40.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline PSA</td>
<td>130.00±520.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA 6 months</td>
<td>9.44±36.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA 2 years</td>
<td>2.84±10.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HRV, heart rate variability; SDNN, standard deviation of normal RR intervals; RMSSD, root mean square successive difference; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.
RMSSD with PSA levels at 6 months, in the 3 stages separately, independent of confounders. In stages 2 and 3, we did not find a significant correlation between either SDNN or RMSSD and PSA levels at 6 months and 2 years (p>0.05). In stage 4, however, we found a significant inverse correlation between SDNN and PSA levels at 6 months (r=-0.895; p<0.05) (Fig. 2). RMSSD was also significantly inversely correlated with PSA levels at 6 months (r=-0.804; p=0.05). No significant correlations were found for PSA levels at 2 years in stage 4 (p>0.05). Age did not significantly interact with SDNN in relation to PSA levels at 6 months [F(1,43)=0.686; p=0.412], independent of confounders.

Non-small cell lung cancer. Of the 650 initially reviewed medical charts of NSCLC, only 133 met our inclusion criteria (for the majority of the excluded patients, no ECG was available). The descriptive statistics of the study variables of this sample are shown in Table II, however they are not log transformed. As shown in Table II, various treatments were used, and the percentages exceeded a 100% since a multi-modality therapeutic approach was used for several patients.

Due to the lack of normal distributions, the scores of CRP, SDNN, RMSSD and survival time (in days) were log transformed. We then tested the relationship between each measured confounder and OS, and chemotherapy, surgery and stage were found to be significant predictors. Similarly, we tested the covariates for survival time. Among all confounders, radiotherapy, surgery and stage were correlated with survival time. These confounders were considered for their respective analyses. CRP also correlated with OS (p=0.007). However, we treated CRP as a variable which may explain (mediate) the relationship between vagal activity and prognosis, thus we did not consider it as a covariate.

Overall survival as outcome. Concerning OS, a multivariate Cox regression analysis was conducted and revealed no relationship between SDNN or RMSSD and OS (p=0.357 and p=0.364, respectively). In this multivariate analysis, only stage and surgery significantly predicted OS (p<0.0125) (Table III).

We then tested whether there was an interaction between age and SDNN in relation to OS. This interaction was not significant (B=0.152; p=0.703) and thus, no subsequent analyses were conducted. Similarly, there was no interaction between stage and SDNN in relation to OS (B=-0.068; p=0.737).

### Table II. Descriptive statistics of the NSCLC patient sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deceased patients</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiotherapy</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(Mean ± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>62.2±10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>82.0±17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN</td>
<td>17.0±14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD</td>
<td>19.1±21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival days</td>
<td>422.6±391.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We initially hypothesized that CRP may mediate the relation between SDNN and OS. However, since no significant relationship was found between SDNN and OS, as mentioned above, a mediation analysis was not appropriate. However, CRP on its own significantly predicted OS \( t(74)=2.799; p=0.007 \), without controlling for confounders, and this relationship remained significant after controlling for stage, chemotherapy and surgery as well \( (B=0.447; p=0.038) \).

**Survival time as outcome.** The following analyses were conducted in the deceased NSCLC patients only. In univariate analyses, SDNN and RMSSD did not significantly predict survival time \( (p=0.24 \text{ and } p=0.486, \text{ respectively}) \). In a multivariate partial correlation, baseline SDNN and RMSSD were not significantly predictive of survival time, controlling for tumor stage, surgery and radiotherapy \( (p=0.435 \text{ and } p=0.34, \text{ respectively}) \).

Regarding the moderators, we tested the interaction between stage and SDNN in relation to survival time, however, no interaction was observed \( F(1,106)=0.005; p=0.943 \). By contrast, age and SDNN significantly interacted in relation to survival time \( F(1,105)=5.577; p=0.02 \). In the group under the age of 65 \((N=73)\), SDNN (and RMSSD) significantly predicted survival time, independent of confounders \( (r=0.278; p=0.032 \text{ and } r=0.282; p=0.029, \text{ respectively}) \) (Fig. 3). By contrast, in the group over the age of 65, SDNN and RMSSD did not predict survival time \( (r=0.174; p=0.247 \text{ and } r=-0.144; p=0.340, \text{ respectively}) \).

Finally, since no significant correlation was found between SDNN and survival time, as mentioned above, a mediation analysis of CRP on the relationship between SDNN and survival time was not appropriate. However, CRP alone significantly predicted survival time \( (r=-0.298; p=0.012), \text{ without controlling for confounders, and this correlation remained significant after controlling for stage, radiotherapy and surgery as well } (r=-0.263; p=0.03) \).

### Discussion

The present study tested the potential prognostic role of vagal nerve activity in two different but common types of cancer, i.e., prostate cancer (PC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), excluding patients on cardiac medication or with cardiac disease. The effects of vagal nerve activity on clinical outcomes were hypothesized to occur as a result of the known inhibitory roles of this nerve on three mechanisms promoting tumor onset and progression (excessive inflammation, excessive sympathetic activity and oxidative stress) \((21)\). Vagal nerve activity was indexed by heart rate variability (HRV) obtained from a 10 sec ECG at approximately the time of cancer diagnosis. We used a historical prospective design to predict PSA tumor marker levels (in PC) as well as overall survival (OS) and survival time (in NSCLC), by HRV levels measured at approximately the time of diagnosis. In PC, HRV parameters (SDNN and RMSSD) were found to be significantly and inversely correlated with levels of the tumor marker PSA at 6 months and 2 years, independent of confounders including tumor stage and treatment. Moreover, we observed that HRV predicted PSA levels in patients with metastatic prostate cancer, but not in less severe disease stages, emphasizing the moderating role of stage. These findings corroborated with previous studies showing HRV to predict cancer prognosis in several types of cancer \((25-29)\). However, unlike previous studies, the present study used a more rigorous control of confounders, including baseline tumor marker, among the other crucial confounders. Although our strict exclusion criteria reduced the generalizability of our findings, this serves to enhance the ability to interpret our findings and to attribute them to vagal nerve activity, unaffected by interfering variables.

The prognostic role of vagal nerve activity specifically in the metastatic stage of PC remains to be elucidated. It is possible that in the earlier tumor stages, commonly provided treatments such as surgery and radiotherapy are successful in reducing the tumor burden, possibly leaving less of a margin for vagal nerve activity to contribute to the process. By contrast, these treatments may have less impact in later, metastatic stages, where vagal activity could possibly be of more importance. In addition, during the metastatic stage, all three mechanisms considered to underlie the effects of the vagus on tumor burden, i.e., inflammation, oxidative stress and sympathetic activation \((10,13,16)\), may bear a greater role on outcomes were hypothesized to occur as a result of the known inhibitory roles of this nerve on three mechanisms promoting tumor onset and progression (excessive inflammation, excessive sympathetic activity and oxidative stress) \((21)\). Vagal nerve activity was indexed by heart rate variability (HRV) obtained from a 10 sec ECG at approximately the time of cancer diagnosis. We used a historical prospective design to predict PSA tumor marker levels (in PC) as well as overall survival (OS) and survival time (in NSCLC), by HRV levels measured at approximately the time of diagnosis. In PC, HRV parameters (SDNN and RMSSD) were found to be significantly and inversely correlated with levels of the tumor marker PSA at 6 months and 2 years, independent of confounders including tumor stage and treatment. Moreover, we observed that HRV predicted PSA levels in patients with metastatic prostate cancer, but not in less severe disease stages, emphasizing the moderating role of stage. These findings corroborated with previous studies showing HRV to predict cancer prognosis in several types of cancer \((25-29)\). However, unlike previous studies, the present study used a more rigorous control of confounders, including baseline tumor marker, among the other crucial confounders. Although our strict exclusion criteria reduced the generalizability of our findings, this serves to enhance the ability to interpret our findings and to attribute them to vagal nerve activity, unaffected by interfering variables.

The prognostic role of vagal nerve activity specifically in the metastatic stage of PC remains to be elucidated. It is possible that in the earlier tumor stages, commonly provided treatments such as surgery and radiotherapy are successful in reducing the tumor burden, possibly leaving less of a margin for vagal nerve activity to contribute to the process. By contrast, these treatments may have less impact in later, metastatic stages, where vagal activity could possibly be of more importance. In addition, during the metastatic stage, all three mechanisms considered to underlie the effects of the vagus on tumor burden, i.e., inflammation, oxidative stress and sympathetic activation \((10,13,16)\), may bear a greater role on prognosis. This would then potentially enable greater impact of the vagal nerve on these three processes and on tumor burden in the metastatic stage. In patients with NSCLC, no correlation was found between SDNN and RMSSD and OS. Furthermore, age and stage did...
not moderate this relationship. Concerning survival time in the deceased patients, no correlation between SDNN and RMSSD and survival time was observed. However, in patients under the age of 65, higher HRV did significantly predict longer survival time, independent of confounders. The lack of correlation between HRV and prognosis in NSCLC in the elderly may result from the cumulative effects of this cancer with comorbidities (such as cardiac disease) and age on the parasympathetic system. Several respiratory parameters are known to affect HRV, such as respiratory frequency (36,37), tidal volume (37), the time ratio of expiration/inspiration (38), restricted breathing, pulmonary function, functional capacity, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (39). These respiratory parameters, as well as multiple regulatory systems, are likely to be impaired in older patients with NSCLC (30,40-42).

Another reason why we did not observe a relationship could be explained by the mean SDNN in the NSCLC patients. The NSCLC patients in general had a low SDNN, leading to less variation and hence to a restricted range. Contrasting the two types of cancer we investigated, the mean SDNN of the NSCLC patients was significantly lower than the mean of the PC patients (SDNN, 17 msec; SDNN, 31.2 msec; p<0.005), possibly due to the cancer-induced respiratory problems and the severity of the cancer burden in NSCLC. In addition, younger people in a general population have more variations in their vagal nerve activity and, similarly, more variations were found in this sample of the younger NSCLC patients. This could explain the correlation in the younger subgroup with survival time, as a result of the broader range of HRV parameters and a potentially better regulatory functioning of the autonomic nervous system. Finally, in the NSCLC sample, CRP significantly predicted survival time and OS, as expected, since CRP is a known prognostic parameter in cancer in general, and in NSCLC specifically (43).

The present study had several limitations. First, in both samples, HRV measurements were based on ECGs of 10 sec. However, several studies have suggested that HRV indices, obtained from 10 sec ECG, are correlated with 5 and 20 min ECGs (34,44). Such brief HRV data have also been shown to predict prognosis in cardiac disease (45) and in cancer (29). Another potential limitation could be that the ECG was obtained at approximately the time of diagnosis. Patients had just been informed about their diagnosis and this may have impacted their sympathetic nervous system activity and, consequently, their HRV (46). This may result in an underestimation of the full relationship between HRV and cancer prognosis. Future studies should assess the levels of stress at the moment of ECG measurement. In addition, both sample sizes, although larger than in previous studies, were limited in size for establishing with adequate statistical power the effects of moderators and mediators. Finally, a historical prospective design was used in which a priori control over confounders, such as performance status (including Karnofsky), sampling and ECG measures, was lacking. It is suggested that future studies should replicate these results using a prospective design, with larger samples and longer ECG measurements.

Since our design is correlational, we cannot infer any causal relationship between HRV and tumor burden. It may be that vagal nerve activity is also affected by cancer (De Couck and Giridon, unpublished data). However, two experimental studies in mice showed that vagotomy or capsaicin-induced denervation enhanced cancer metastasis (47,48), demonstrating experimentally the protective effects of the vagus nerve on cancer progression. Furthermore, a recent study found an anti-inflammatory drug that activates the vagus nerve (CNI-1493) to reduce tumor burden in a breast cancer murine model (49). Collectively, these results support the theory that this nerve plays a pivotal homeostatic role whose function may be disease prevention or protection against poor prognosis in certain types of cancer.
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